NOCK-TAC-TOE

Try this activity with archers that have access to equipment and a safe range area. Please note, archers and coaches participating in these activities are not covered under USA Archery sport accident/coach/general liability insurance programs.

ONLINE CLASS

• Use any online video conferencing platform, Skype or FaceTime
• For 2 or more archers

SUPPLIES NEEDED

• Bow and arrows
• Target
• Tape such as painter’s, duct or masking tape
• Paper and pen or whiteboard with markers or access to PowerPoint

PROCEDURES

• Players take turns shooting until one player places 3 arrows in a row either down, across or diagonal
• Mark where each archer arrow lands on a piece of paper, white board or PowerPoint everyone can see

ON YOUR OWN

• With a friend using FaceTime, Skype or through text
• For 2 or more archers

SUPPLIES NEEDED

• Bow and arrows
• Target
• Tape such as painter’s, duct or masking tape
• Paper and pen or whiteboard with markers or access to PowerPoint

PROCEDURES

• 2 archers play at a time and the winner plays against the next archer
• Players take turns shooting until one player places 3 arrows in a row either down, across or diagonal
• Mark where each archer arrow lands on a piece of paper, white board or PowerPoint everyone can see